
ADVERTISING PSYCHOLOGY

7. 
MOTIVATION



Vance Packard:  
 The Hidden Persuaders  (1970)

Lashing the advertisements, the 
businessman found himself in the 

wilderness of subconscious...

Ernest Dichter: 1962
“Institute for Motivational 

Research”

Motivational research and other psychological techniques, 
(including depth psychology and subliminal tactics,)                        

try to manipulate expectations 
and induce desire for products. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Motivational_research&action=edit&redlink=1
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Motivational_research&action=edit&redlink=1
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Subliminal_message
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Subliminal_message
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A MOVING STRENGTH
that pushes you to a direction

MOTIVATION:  (DRIVE)



MOTIVATION (DRIVE) = A MOVING STRENGTH

A significant portion of human behavior is energized and 
directed by unconscious motives. 



A significant portion of human behavior is energized and 
directed by unconscious motives. 



The “touch of wild west” is a motivating power (a moving 
strenght) to direct you to Marlboro products



The “touch of fear” is a motivating power (a moving 
strenght) to reject Marlboro products



does live a beast in you?

Motivating is fulfilling one’s secret desires



Motivating is fulfilling one’s secret desires

does live a predator in you?



does live a predator in you?

Motivating is fulfilling one’s secret desires



The strength or power that moves the consumer to                                                

          a direction….                                    G.Katona

Motivation

The questions concerning the motivation are 
focussing on WHY’s?  of behavior.

Incentive theory: A consideration (scaling): between 
the advantages and disadvantages - to be profitable.                        

                                                          Vroom



THE STRENGTH
that pushes you to a direction

(or turns from a direction)



THE STRENGTH
that pushes you to a direction



THE STRENGTH
that pushes you to a direction



...TO EXCAVATE MOTIFS

...TO SATISFY  MOTIFS

...TO GENERATE NEW MOTIFS

THE MISSION OF ADVERTISING



Helps to keep teeth healthy as it restores 
maximum pH levels in the mouth



MOTIVATION = PACKAGING





Savings Treasury Bill





MOTÍVÁLÁS = Befolyásolás = Csomagolás 

SLIMMER
HAPPIER



Arousal 



The promise of happiness”



The promise of happiness”

Murray’s 27 motifs: Nurturance, Defendance, Affiliation,
                          Dominance, Autonomy, Achievement,



Motifs are battleing.

The stronger motivation wins. 



Emotional 
motivum

Rational 
motivum

Rationality? - Emotionality?



Rational Mixed Emotional

Rational message



RATIONAL OR EMOTIONAL ?

Dodge Charger commercial 2013



• Sell youth - instead of cosmetics!
• Sell virility - instead of razor!
• Sell health - instead of food!
• Sell comfort - instead of furniture!
• Sell identity - instead of clothes!
• Sell experience - instead of travel!
• Sell harmony - instead of homes!

SELL HAPPINESS 

- INSTEAD OF GOODS!

SELL THE NEED - NOT THE PRODUCT!



Motivation:
GAP

TENSION

DRIVE

GOAL

ACTION

After have been satisfied,
the motif vanishes.



Primal, hardly 
to be controlled

  Lead

Strong 
intrinsic force

Primal, but 
individual

Drive

  demand

individual,  
socialized

Learned form, 
social background

  interest

relative

  desire

Compelling 
wish

Motivating factors
by strength

Instinct Need



1.By effect

stretching 
motivation

sedative
motivation

Swelling, needs, 
drives, desires

Reduces, or 
disables fears
and anxieties

How can you live without it?

Because you deserve it!



2.By origin

Intrinsik 
drive

Extrinsik
drive

attendance, indiscretion,
desire, hedonism

self-esteem, success-
wish, incentive..

Discove
r it!

Taste it! Enjoy it! Just do it!

Show yourself!



3.By orientation

Negative 
motivation

Positibe
motivation

to avoid! to escape!
to prevent!! to survive!

to reach!, to solve!
to overcome! to excel!

MISCARRY AVOIDERS

SUCCESS ORIENTATED

Don’t worry!

You are simply the best!



MASLOW
PYRAMID

   
I want to live conscious!

  
I.want survive!

 
I want to be better!

 
I want to be loved!

I.want feel secure!



NEW MOTIFS
THRUST ON THE TOP! 

The contemporary advertisements 
target the higher needs

Self-actualization

Authencity

Self-Esteem

Philosophy

Ideas



Self-actualization

Authencity

Self-Esteem

Philosophy

Ideas

Let hear your voice!

The Coke side of life

Just do it!

Think different!

Let’s make things better!

Impossible is nothing

It’s your way!

Show yourself!

The success is in You!!



Microsoft: “Empowering”      Superbowl commercial 2014

Motivation Haute E’cole


